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Post-Soviet corporate raiding: Introduction

Hostile takeovers and company captures have been an everyday reality of 
the Russian post-Soviet economy. This phenomenon is called reiderstvo in 
Russian, a term which is derived from the English word “raiding.” A typical 
hostile takeover is based on the manipulation of weak legal institutions and 
the use of extralegal practices with the active involvement of courts, private 
and state security services, and corrupt government officials. Any entre-
preneur in the country is a potential victim of groups that organize “raids” 
against both large and small companies. According to some estimates, 
about 60,000 cases of reiderstvo took place in Russia each year during the 
2000s, and only a fraction of these cases led to legal prosecution.1 This is 
telling, even though any kind of quantitative evidence on reiderstvo is prob-
lematic due to the sensitivity of the issue for influential political and busi-
ness insiders.2

Corporate raiding in Russia has its historic roots in the initial process 
of the privatization of state-owned assets in the 1990s, when the first 
hostile takeovers were characterized by a high degree of criminal violence. 
Since that period, however, the methods of raiders have grown much more 
sophisticated and elaborate. Highly educated lawyers, advocates, accoun-
tants, judges, investigators, court enforcement officers, and journalists—
rather than common criminals—have been typical participants of a raiding 
group. A  raiding network is created by a  particular group which coordi-
nates a raiding attack, provides financial support to all participants, and 
finally appears as the main beneficiary of a  hostile takeover (see Figure 
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14.1). The spread of reiderstvo entails profoundly negative consequences 
for Russia. It undermines the development of a market economy and the 
stability of its formal institutions, makes property rights insecure, and 
leads to failed investments and capital flight from the country.3 The pres-
ence of reiderstvo practices is central to the question of what went wrong 
with Russian post-Soviet economic reform and why market capitalism, 
with well-performing formal institutions, like private property, failed to be 
established in Russia.

Figure 14.1. Corporate raiding (reiderstvo)

The problem is well known and broadly debated in Russia, from regional 
media and NGOs to the top of the Russian business community and 
bureaucracy.4 On several occasions, the negative impact of reiderstvo on 
business in Russia was officially acknowledged and condemned by Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin and Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev. Even Rus-
sian mass culture has reacted to the escalation of reiderstvo, with popular 
detective novels and films devoted to this topic.5 Reiderstvo is not unique 
to Russia, and is equally common across the post-Soviet space. In Ukraine 
and Kazakhstan, the Russian term reiderstvo is applied in public discourse 
to similar corporate raiding practices.6 This fact is an essential one, since it 
demonstrates that reiderstvo originated in particular policies of economic 
reform and privatization chosen by the majority of post-Soviet states in the 
early 1990s. However, as I will discuss below in the text, corporate raiding 
as it evolved in Russia since the early 2000s differs substantially from what 
can be observed in Ukraine. Fundamentally, this depends on the type of 
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informal power networks that appear as the main organizers of raiding 
attacks on companies. The relationship between the character of the Rus-
sian post-Soviet network state and the prevailing reiderstvo practices in the 
country is the primary concern of this paper.

Though the definition of reiderstvo is etymologically derived from the 
English word “raiding,” there is no English equivalent that would provide 
an adequate translation. Both “corporate raiding” and “hostile takeover” are 
not defined precisely enough to grasp the complexity of the phenomenon. 
I will therefore use the Russian term reiderstvo alongside the more conven-
tional term “corporate raiding” throughout the text.

The evolution of reiderstvo and privatization: historical 
background

Reiderstvo practices have been deeply rooted in the process of Russian 
privatization. The initial nomenklatura privatization during and after the 
collapse of the Soviet system in the late 1980s and early 1990s is relatively 
well documented.7 State managers of Soviet enterprises, so called “red 
directors,” started to channel financial flows into newly created legal enti-
ties, often under the umbrella of emerging “cooperatives,” which simply 
meant stripping enterprises of their assets. The quasi-legal character of 
transformation of state-owned enterprises into privately controlled compa-
nies appeared at this early stage of privatization already.

Yet the key to understanding the shaky grounds upon which private 
property is legitimized in Russia is the mass privatization of 1992–94. The 
political task of the neoliberal reformers recruited by President Yeltsin 
into his government in autumn 1991 was to carry out a quick and irrevers-
ible transition of formerly state-owned property into private hands. The 
reformers opted for tradable vouchers distributed to each Russian citizen 
as the main means of privatization, even though in reality this process 
employed a  broader variety of schemes, auctions, and exemptions from 
general policies.8 The initial effect was a  transition of former state enter-
prises to insiders making a  limited number of stakeholders into share-
holders. The distribution of shares depended on the amount of vouchers 
each stakeholder could mobilize, not on a stakeholder’s actual substantive 
interest within the company. According to David M. Woodruff, who com-
pared the outcome of the privatization process in Russia and Poland, this 
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had disastrous consequences for Russia in terms of the weak legitimacy of 
private property and the predatory character of its corporate governance 
alike. Because allocation of property rights in Russia excluded negotiations 
between the enterprises’ stakeholders, the latter appeared as competitors 
in a zero-sum game: winners took all, as a rule securing control over com-
panies very cheaply, making other stakeholders losers and outsiders. Fur-
thermore, privatization had a fragmenting effect since formerly integrated 
productive chains were deliberatively split into a  number of new joint-
stock companies for privatization purposes. Lucrative entities were selec-
tively privatized in favor of entrusted insiders while other, less valuable, 
subdivisions remained state-controlled or were handed over to less influ-
ential players. All these factors combined created a source of fierce conflict 
between former stakeholders over property rights. The legal fact of privati-
zation alone, without the creation of supporting mechanisms to embed it 
into the social context of the law, was unable to provide a strong legitimacy 
to the institution of private property.9

The next stage of privatization was the distribution of the largest 
companies through a loans-for-shares scheme in 1995–96. The privatiza-
tion of a number of lucrative giant companies in extractive industries in 
favor of a selected group of insiders, who would be later commonly called 
“oligarchs,” was controversial from the standpoint of property rights 
legalization. Nor did it meet the basic requirements of an elite consensus 
regarding such a  fundamental redistribution of assets as a  considerable 
part of bureaucratic and business insiders were left outside this process.10 
One of the main participants of the 1990s loans-for-shares scheme, the 
oligarch Boris Berezovsky, later admitted (and rationalized) this form of 
privatization in an interview to Israeli documentary filmmaker Alexander 
Gentelev:

I think that the degree of corruption in Russia corresponds com-
pletely to the degree of its transformation. It is neither more nor 
less than it should be. I do not think that officials in Israel have the 
same opportunity to redistribute wealth worth of tens and hundreds 
millions, or billions. [Compared to Russia], there is simply no avail-
able wealth of such size that is not already owned by someone. [In 
Russia], an official had an opportunity to decide just by his signature 
that you will own that [asset] while another person will own another 
[asset].11
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It did not help that some of those oligarchs who secured control over this 
property at that stage of privatization turned out to be rather respon-
sible managers. In the case of the Yukos oil company or Norilsk Nickel, for 
example, new owners restructured ineffective management practices and 
saved the industries from collapse of the early 1990s.12 The subsequent fall 
of Yukos in 2003–2004 and arrest of Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the head of the 
Menatep business network (which acquired control over the company by 
such a loan-for-shares scheme in 1995), is telling. The Russian public never 
supported Khodorkovsky and remained largely indifferent to his fate, even 
though opinion polls demonstrated public awareness that the real reasons 
behind the state attack on Yukos were political, not legal ones.13

Privatization coincided with the collapse of the Russian state appa-
ratus that followed the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. In partic-
ular, President Yeltsin’s efforts to secure personal political power against 
old power interest groups inside the Russian bureaucracy led to a  weak-
ening of state law enforcement agencies and security services, inter alia rep-
resented by the former KGB. These agencies were split into rival organiza-
tions, and a  considerable part of its staff were fired. This paralyzed state 
capacity to combat growing criminality amid a severe economic crisis and 
ongoing privatization. In the middle of the 1990s, the spread of violent 
crime went hand in hand with the first wave of ownership redistribution 
throughout Russia. A considerable part of the male population was involved 
in that wave of criminal redistribution. Considering the extent of the vio-
lence and killing, that initial wave of “black raiding” was comparable in 
some respects to a civil war, and affected most of Russia’s industrially devel-
oped regions.

The main stages of reiderstvo and its development throughout the 
period of post-Soviet transformation can be reconstructed as follows. 
Initial mass privatization evolved quickly into the first wave of ownership 
redistribution with a  broad criminal presence in the middle of 1990s.14 
Above all, the primary concern of criminals was to take control over cash 
flows with a short-term perspective rather than to secure long-term own-
ership over former state enterprises. To what extent were criminal circles 
used in this violent stage of corporate raiding by other actors, such as 
former party officials or future oligarchs, and to what extent did the crimi-
nals appear as an independent force? Both practices actually happened, and 
a wide geographical variation between regions was evident. In the 1990s, 
the term reiderstvo was not in broad use.15 The term “black raiding” (chernoe 
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reiderstvo) denotes mainly violent criminal methods in company takeovers. 
However, it seems to be a later construction, invented in the 2000s to be 
applied retrospectively to the reality of the 1990s. Starting from the late 
1990s, the presence of criminality in business environments decreased 
substantially.16 Yet the traumatic experience of the 1990s produced a long-
standing effect on Russian corporate culture, leading to the violation and 
manipulation of legal norms and the judiciary, including subsequent reider-
stvo practices. 

The next stage of reiderstvo was connected with the use of bankruptcy 
law as a  specific takeover instrument between 1998 and 2002.17 Vadim 
Volkov connects this wave of ownership redistribution to central authori-
ties’ attempts to strengthen control over the executive branch of state 
power in Russia’s regions, particularly after the accession of Vladimir 
Putin to presidential power in 2000. When criminal groups of the 1990s 
disappeared from the scene, their niche as providers of security and guar-
antors of economic transactions was taken over by special police, the FSB 
(the Federal Security Service, the main successor of the former KGB), and 
other law enforcement agencies. At the same time, Volkov points out that 
these networks of state representatives were mobilized by private business 
groups. The latter were still the main organizers of enterprise takeovers 
between 1998 and 2002. Unlike the black raiding of the 1990s, this stage of 
reiderstvo was characterized by manipulative quasi-legal practices using the 
loopholes and illegal grounds of the 1990s privatization. 

The decade after Putin’s accession to power in 2000 witnessed a cul-
mination of reiderstvo practices: hostile takeovers acquired a much greater 
degree of variety and sophistication. No “improvements” in the bankruptcy 
legislation proved effective: hostile takeovers only increased and intensi-
fied even though the bankruptcy procedure ceased to be used as a primary 
means of seizing property. The reiderstvo practices affected all levels of eco-
nomic activity in Russia, from the largest oligarch groups—the Yukos case 
being the most famous example—down to small and medium-sized enter-
prises. It was during this time that the term reiderstvo found broad accep-
tance in Russian popular media discourse and in everyday language. This 
wave of what could be called “gray” corporate raiding started in Moscow 
in the early 2000s,18 and then spread to the rest of Russia. Compared to 
the mainly criminal “black raiding” of the 1990s, legal and quasi-legal pro-
cedures of corporate raiding were employed in the 2000s.19 A typical case 
of reiderstvo in this period would not be a result of the spectacular violent 
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storming of industrial locations by groups of private enforcement agencies 
of unclear origin. Instead, a hostile takeover would be mandated by court 
decision through a  corrupt judge based on falsified documentation, and 
enforced by official police forces, all in accordance with official judicial pro-
cedure. A judgment on a corporate property transition might be based on 
records of shares falsified by a real or fake registrar. It might also be based 
on non-payment of a real or invented bank loan by the victim, the owner of 
a company under attack. The entire process of a hostile takeover could now 
take place in public, with broad coverage in the media, controlled and mobi-
lized by the raiding group. Only the best professionals in each particular 
sphere are involved in a carefully planned and successful raiding attack.

Reiderstvo and its victims

Small and medium-size enterprises have also been victims of raiders. Not 
only the economic activity of these firms themselves but also the commer-
cial properties they own attract raiders. Agricultural lands are also widely 
targeted in reiderstvo practices, especially in the Moscow region. Public 
organizations with limited budget financing, such as schools, universities, 
hospitals, museums, and theatres, can also fall prey to raiding groups. This 
is because such institutions may be physically located in attractive proper-
ties inherited from the Soviet past. Using connections with corrupt deci-
sion-makers in public administration, raiders may organize the takeover 
of such properties by closing a public institution and then transferring its 
premises to a  specially created private firm. In the largest Russian cities, 
particularly in Moscow, even private persons can become targets of raids as 
the value of their housing may be high enough to make “apartment raiding” 
(kvartirnoe reiderstvo) profitable. The same quasi-legal practices employed 
in company takeovers are used in “apartment raiding,” though on a smaller 
scale. This is an additional reason why “corporate raiding” is not an ade-
quate translation of the word reiderstvo in English. Post-Soviet reiderstvo 
practices are not exclusively confined to the sphere of corporate abuse, but 
can affect any economic agent or private person who possesses property of 
substantial market value.

A raiding attack may lead to different outcomes for an entrepreneur 
who becomes a target of reiderstvo. Usually, resistance is deemed to be futile 
since each raiding group has connections with corrupt officials in police, 
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state security, and investigative agencies which either support or act as the 
real organizers of a company capture.20 In rare cases, the victim can repel an 
attack by using the same quasi-legal methods and contacts among corrupt 
officials and judges. In other cases, the owner of a  company may achieve 
a compromise by selling the company at a discounted price, well below its 
real market value. Although hardly any comprehensive statistics on reider-
stvo practices are available, this seems to be the most common outcome. 
Alternatively, a  businessman may be imprisoned during the prosecution 
process. Such a businessman may ultimately be freed, or even win an appeal 
in a higher court. Nevertheless, the owner’s absence from the business pro-
vides an opportunity for a provisional administration to strip the company 
of all its assets. This provisional administration would naturally be a part of 
the raiding group.21

The organization of a hostile takeover as shown in Figure 14.1 is actu-
ally an oversimplification, since a greater variety of actors can participate in 
the process. For example, ecological organizations in the form of “indepen-
dent” NGOs may appear as a blackmail tool in launching a raid against a par-
ticular industrial enterprise. Fire-prevention and tax-collecting authorities 
as well as sanitary services and private banks may contribute to the process 
of a hostile takeover. To make the issue more complicated, raiding can be 
based on real corporate practice abuses committed by entrepreneurs who 
are selected as victims of corporate raiding.22 This was the case during one 
of the most famous reiderstvo cases, the hostile takeover of the company 
Evroset in 2008. The kidnapping of a mid-level Evroset manager, arranged by 
the company’s top managers in 2003 after the mid-level manager had stolen 
from the company, was used as a pretext to start a lawsuit against Evroset’s 
owner. The owner was finally forced to sell his business to persons affiliated 
with the raiding group at a discount price and later emigrated to the UK. The 
unclear origins of ownership rights emanating from the shadow privatiza-
tion of the 1990s also provides a rich source of pretexts to organize reider-
stvo attacks against Russian businessmen.

The difference between the “predator” and the “victim” can be diffuse. 
In 2012, I conducted an interview with an individual who had previously 
been involved in reiderstvo attacks. The interviewee temporarily lost his 
job in the financial sector after the 1998 crisis. To escape unemployment, 
the respondent had participated in a  raiding operation against an alu-
minum plant owner in Siberia in 2000. That particular company capture 
was organized by a famous oligarch with close connections to the former 
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president Yeltsin’s family. The victim was a criminal leader who had taken 
control of the plant during the 1990s privatization. Numerous details of 
the operation, which became highly profitable for the oligarch, emerged 
during the course of the interview.23 More importantly, reiderstvo as a prac-
tice appeared as a very complex issue rather than as a  simple corruption 
practice. It was actually the criminal leader, not the oligarch, who enjoyed 
popular support in the region during this reiderstvo case. The oligarch was 
perceived as an outsider coming to the region to grab property. Although 
the former owner was briefly arrested and finally lost control of the plant, 
he continued his political career and still serves as a member of the regional 
legislative assembly. The outcome of this reiderstvo case is quite common, 
if not banal, in post-Soviet Russia; similar examples can be found in other 
regions. Those criminal leaders who survived the 1990s strive today to dis-
tance themselves from their dark past to assume the image of respectable 
businessmen with legal economic activities. At any rate, it was apparent 
that the criminal leader, who had allegedly committed a long list of crimes 
in the 1990s, was inappropriate as the owner of an industrial giant with 
thousands of employees. From the point of view of corporate governance, 
the outcome of this particular reiderstvo case hardly made matters worse for 
the company concerned. Today, the same oligarch continues to control the 
plant, which has been one of the main assets in his holdings.

Reiderstvo and siloviki

Why did reiderstvo, in the shape of quasi-legal company take-overs, become 
so widespread in Russia in the 2000s? The reconfiguration of informal 
power groups that controlled Russian politics and business after 2000, in 
particular the strengthening of Putin’s siloviki at the cost of alternative elite 
networks, framed these developments. The term siloviki, literally trans-
lated as “people of force,” is used in Russia to define representatives from 
the security and military services, including former service personnel occu-
pying positions of power in political and administrative authorities as well 
as in big business. At the level of the federal bureaucracy, siloviki are rep-
resented by a number of more or less coherent informal power networks 
inside the Russian ruling elite that steer the country in competition with 
so called “liberals.” The latter refers to a  number of groups, from high-
rank Western-friendly reformers responsible for the transformation of 
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the Russian planned economy in the 1990s, to a number of oligarchs who 
emerged after privatization.24 The co-existence of both large elite fractions 
was present under Yeltsin’s presidency already, but siloviki groups affiliated 
with the new president gained supremacy after 2000. Putin’s success as 
a political leader depends much on his capacity to counterbalance the inter-
ests of the most influential “siloviki” and “liberals.”

A hypothesis concerning the causes and persistence of corporate 
raiding was put forward by two analysts from the journal Expert, Alexandr 
Privalov and Alexandr Volkov.25 They claimed that the main raiding groups 
were organized and controlled by high officials from the regional branches 
of the FSB who are the real beneficiaries of the largest hostile takeovers 
after 2000. This explains why only a  fraction of all raiding cases were 
investigated by prosecutors and just a  handful of raiders were sentenced 
in courts.26 Later academic studies on reiderstvo confirmed this thesis. In 
particular, Vadim Volkov discusses the commercial activities of siloviki as 
the main reason behind reiderstvo. Following the re-emergence of the state 
monopoly on violence after 2000, the problem of criminality’s capture of 
businesses had been to a  large degree resolved. What happened instead, 
however, was not an installation of the rule of law, but the use of the judi-
ciary, state apparatus and state monopoly on violence by siloviki networks 
for personal enrichment. Siloviki were successfully able to monetize their 
administrative resources by either capturing successful private businesses 
or taking a share of cash flows originating in these businesses. As a rule, 
such activities remained well-hidden from the broad public as the real ben-
eficiaries of takeovers among siloviki were never publicly disclosed. The Tri 
kita (“Three Whales”) affair, which involved illegal smuggling and scheming 
by a  number of furnishing companies under control of siloviki networks, 
became one of the few cases to receive publicity. It culminated in resigna-
tions of a number of high-rank siloviki officials in 2007, revealing the scale 
and pattern of commercial activities employed by officials from a number of 
the Russian security services.27

Most remarkably, the head of a powerful law enforcement agency, the 
Federal Drug Control Service of Russia, and a  close affiliate to Vladimir 
Putin, Viktor Cherkesov, made a  public statement attempting to concep-
tualize siloviki’s commercial activities. He published an article “The War-
riors Should Not Become Tradesmen” in one of Russia’s popular business 
newspapers. Cherkesov’s subordinates were directly affected by the Tri kita 
affair, some of them being arrested for presumed crimes. The Tri kita affair, 
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labelled in Russian media as a  “war between security services,” originated 
in a rivalry between the Federal Drug Control Service and the FSB. It took 
place in a very specific political context of uncertainty when a  future suc-
cessor to Vladimir Putin would be appointed as Putin’s candidate to run the 
2008 presidential elections. Cherkesov claimed that the Chekist corpora-
tion28 was the only force in the society that, starting from Putin’s presidency 
in 2000, saved the country from a  systemic collapse of the late 1990s by 
restoring governability to the political system. However, according to Cher-
kesov, instead of combating corruption and performing as guards guaran-
teeing the stability of the state, the Chekists became increasingly involved 
in business activities. His main message was a warning to siloviki, accusing 
them of greed and neglect of their professional duty to safeguard state 
interests.29 The article barely helped his career; rumor had it that President 
Putin personally disapproved of Cherkesov’s analytical exercises. He was 
removed from his position in 2008 and ended up by becoming a parliamen-
tary member of the Communist Party’s fraction in the State Duma, a sort of 
a political disgrace for a former high-rank associate to the president.

Reiderstvo and informal power networks

Whatever cases of reiderstvo are approached, both at a  federal level 
including the largest corporations, or small and medium-sized companies 
in Russian regions, informal networks that organize and provide support to 
raiding attacks emerge as the main collective players in the field. Introduced 
in 2011, the analytical concept of the Russian network state—centered 
on informal power networks in Russian business and politics—offers new 
insights to our understanding of post-Soviet corporate raiding.30 Although 
the concept does not deal with the phenomenon of reiderstvo specifically, it 
shows how power networks merged with new business elites to use prop-
erty relations and wealth to consolidate their position. The network state 
concept’s main point is that informal groups, or networks, infiltrate formal 
authorities at all levels, in effect merging with the Russian post-Soviet 
state, to maintain full control over key decisions and to proliferate in the 
most lucrative industries and branches of the economy. Basing on this 
concept, the informal power network is approached as a means of interper-
sonal interaction that shares “similar interests, allegiances and identifica-
tion.”31 The activities of the elite network members, who always hold high-
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ranking positions within the bureaucratic hierarchy, are twofold. On the 
one hand, these networks considerably weaken the state’s policy-making 
capacity; decision making is thus deeply embedded in informal interactions, 
instead of following formal rules and procedures. On the other hand, the 
existence of networks and their ability to rent seek depend on the Russian 
state’s survival, making parts of the Russian state apparatus functional. 
Therefore, the merge of informal power networks with the Russian state 
enables selective policy implementation whenever interests of the state, 
society and informal power networks may coincide. At the same time, the 
very nature of such a merge makes it impossible for the state apparatus to 
perform its functions through well-functioning formal institutions.32

While the presence of informal power networks is common to all 
societies, the role these play in countries such as Russia is different com-
pared to societies based on the supremacy of universal formal rules over 
particularistic interests. In the latter case, informal power networks exploit 
existing formal rules and institutions for their own gain without dis-
rupting formal laws and procedures, which continue to endure after the 
dissolution of a particular informal network. An independent judiciary or 
electoral democracy representing commonly respected rules of the game, 
constitutes one of the main achievements of societal systems with stable 
institutional orders. These institutions are also used as a  means of con-
flict resolution between elite power networks.33 By contrast, in developing 
and transitional societies such as Russia, informal power networks are of 
greater importance than formal institutions. The latter can be redesigned, 
altered and manipulated in the interests of a  particular informal power 
group. As soon as the influence of such a group diminishes, or the network 
itself disappears from the political and business scene because of the fall or 
resignation of its patron, the relative importance of a formal institution or 
authority it supports may decrease dramatically.34 This is one of the reasons 
why business activities have not been de facto separated from the realm 
of politics in most of the post-Soviet countries. The institution of private 
property will remain fundamentally weak as long as such a merger between 
business and politics will endure.

Set against this background, we can better explain the evolution of 
reiderstvo in Russia, and compare it to similar practices in Ukraine. The 
Ukrainian cases of corporate raiding, described by Markus and Rojansky,35 
resemble much of what happened in Russia between 1998 and 2002. At 
that time, raiding networks were initiated and controlled by oligarchic 
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groups in pursuit of the redistribution of newly privatized assets and com-
panies. Representatives of state law enforcement authorities still played 
a  subordinate role. What took place in Russia since then, and what has 
never happened in Ukraine, was a consolidation of the state and presiden-
tial power, followed in parallel by the rise of informal power networks con-
nected to siloviki. The latter monopolized political and economic power at 
the expense of old oligarchic groups, and started to expropriate assets for 
their own interest, relying, among others, on reiderstvo methods. Knowing 
the informal rules of the game in today’s Russia means understanding 
which interests of a  particular siloviki network should not be disturbed 
while “doing business” in the country. In Ukraine, reiderstvo practices 
include a broad variety of raiding networks that organize and benefit from 
company takeovers, reflecting a more chaotic and fragile balance of power 
between Ukrainian political and business elites than in the Russian case. 
Two political upheavals in 2004 and 2014 entailed large-scale asset redis-
tributions, which has had devastating implications for Ukrainian economic 
development.

High-profile company takeovers: what is reiderstvo, and 
what is not?

Using the concept of the network state, we also acquire a better analytical 
tool to approach seemingly accidental reiderstvo cases that affected the 
largest Russian companies. As a  rule, such cases can be characterized by 
the involvement of representatives of the highest ranks of political and 
business elites. We can also separate real reiderstvo cases from property 
takeovers that have been a side-effect of conflicts within Russia’s political 
elite.36 Reiderstvo is always about the mobilization of an informal power 
network’s resources that aims to grab the assets from other interest groups 
or owners. Political clashes, by contrast, may involve redistribution of eco-
nomic assets as a byproduct of such conflicts. Such expropriations cannot 
be identified as reiderstvo because those are more related to control over 
political power rather than dependent on the kleptocratic interests of a par-
ticular informal power network. This is the main reason why I would not 
characterize the Yukos affair and the extermination of the Khodorkovsky 
business group as a reiderstvo case. The Yukos affair did include a number 
of components that would make it an example of carefully planned corpo-
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rate raiding. One was its culmination in a takeover of Yukos’s main assets 
by a fake company, Baikalfinansgrup, and the subsequent transfer of those 
assets to the state-controlled company Rosneft. However, the Yukos affair 
was primarily a matter of Russian high politics. Khodorkovsky attempted 
to challenge the political power of Vladimir Putin by taking control over 
a  number of political institutions and breaking the informal unwritten 
rules of the game which were set up between the oligarchs and Putin when 
the latter came to presidential power in 2000.37 Still, by adopting some 
basic reiderstvo practices, the Yukos case certainly revealed the main trend 
of ownership redistribution which affected Russian business during Putin’s 
first two terms as president.38

Similarly, the state takeover of one of the largest Russian banks, the 
Bank of Moscow, officially owned by the City of Moscow, and the subse-
quent prosecution of its top management in 2010–2011 cannot be con-
sidered as a  reiderstvo case either. When the Moscow group lost its polit-
ical power after the resignation in 2010 of its main patron, the mayor of 
Moscow Yuriy Luzhkov, most of its businesses, including its main affiliated 
bank, Bank of Moscow, were expropriated in favor of other informal power 
networks. The Bank of Moscow was taken over by a state-controlled bank, 
VTB, in turn controlled by Putin’s power network. Yet the primary inten-
tion of this move was a political one, not the redistribution of assets as such. 
In other words, the takeover of the Bank of Moscow made sense as a part 
of a broader political upheaval, while the matter of the assets presumably 
controlled by the bank was of secondary importance. Andrey Borodin, the 
former president and minority shareholder of the Bank of Moscow, char-
acterized the takeover of “his” bank as reiderstvo.39 His failure to explain 
why a takeover of a state-owned bank by another state-owned bank, VTB, 
should represent a  corporate raiding case, demonstrates a  vague distinc-
tion between what is state- and what is privately-owned in Russia. Likewise, 
the political reason of the takeover explains why the Russian court arrested 
Borodin in absentia while the state prosecutors did their best to put Borodin 
on the Interpol Red Notice list—making his voluntary return to Russia 
unlikely. This did not prevent Borodin from receiving political asylum in the 
UK and enjoying a millionaire lifestyle in London.40

In contrast, a recent state takeover of the oil company Bashneft pro-
vides plenty of empirical facts to qualify it as a typical high-profile reider-
stvo case, albeit with a  relatively favorable outcome for its main victim, 
the Russian billionaire Vladimir Yevtushenkov. The company Bashneft was 
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created out of the old Soviet oil refineries in one of the Russian regions, 
the Republic of Bashkortostan. It was later privatized under very ques-
tionable circumstances in 2002–2003.41 Its first “private” owner was 
Ural Rakhimov, son of the Republic’s then President Murtaza Rakhimov. 
However, the Rakhimov power network was incapable of keeping own-
ership control over Bashneft because of its relative weakness vis-à-vis 
Moscow-based power interests. This was one of the main reasons behind 
the decision to invite Yevtushenkov, the owner of the Sistema busi-
ness group and a  deeply integrated insider within Russian political elite 
circles, as a  minority shareholder of Bashneft in 2005. Yevtushenkov 
was fully aware of the problematic character of the company’s privatiza-
tion. However, he opted to undertake this risky move since he was eager 
to expand his business empire by entering the highly lucrative and at the 
same time, highly closed, Russian oil market famous for its opaque busi-
ness practices. In 2009, Sistema acquired finally a  full ownership control 
over Bashneft and its related companies. This acquisition as well as Bash-
neft’s subsequent win of a  tender over the exploitation of two large oil 
fields in Western Siberia became possible thanks to Yevtushenkov’s con-
nections within the highest ranks of the Russian bureaucracy. In partic-
ular, his ties to the emerging power network affiliated with then President 
Dmitry Medvedev was decisive for a  Bashneft takeover. Starting from 
2009, high-rank ministers among the “liberal” fraction of the Russian 
elite revitalized the idea of privatizing state-owned corporations and com-
panies.42 Yevtushenkov’s acquisition of Bashneft could be viewed as one 
of the first steps towards a new wave of privatization, although very few 
would agree to characterize him as a “liberal.”

The return of Vladimir Putin as president in 2012 changed the balance 
of interests. While Dmitry Medvedev was appointed Russia’s prime min-
ister and remained as an important player in Putin’s team, some members 
of his emerging power and business network suffered severely from this 
move. Large-scale privatization plans were gradually postponed or aban-
doned under endless deliberations. Yevtushenkov’s agreements were not 
endorsed any more. In 2014, he was formally accused of the illegal acquisi-
tion of Bashneft’s previously state-owned stock of shares and was put under 
house arrest for three months. In October 2014, the Russian court decided 
on the renationalization of Bashneft, and Yevtushenkov’s Sistema did not 
make an appeal to a higher court, thus accepting the state takeover of the 
oil company. Apparently, Yevtushenkov made an informal agreement with 
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those who were behind this attack on Bashneft and Sistema, which imme-
diately resulted in freedom from arrest. He was also able to receive some 
financial compensation for the loss of his company. In January 2016, all 
formal charges against Yevtushenkov were finally dropped. He was able to 
keep his old business empire, Sistema, and remained as an important player 
of the Russian business elite, even though he ultimately lost about half 
of his assets. In a public interview, Yevtushenkov confessed that he made 
certain conclusions after the affair, was still ready to shake hands with 
everybody involved in the events, and that he completely understood “all 
rules of the game.”43

The lack of a political struggle in the Bashneft case and Yevtushenkov 
final readiness to understand and follow the informal rules of the game 
helped him to survive this raiding attack. These factors also prevented him 
from sharing the fate of Mikhail Khodorkovsky, who challenged supreme 
power in Russia, and Andrey Borodin, a member of a rival political power 
network that lost its influence. Meanwhile, the fact of the renationalization 
of Bashneft in 2014 should by no means seen as a sign of the Russian state’s 
increased dirigisme in economic policy or return to a  planned economy 
and  active industrial policy. In February 2016, the Russian government 
made a  decision to privatize again the company, with inevitable clashes 
between powerful business groups over this attractive asset following. The 
main actor that intended to “privatize” the recently renationalized Bash-
neft was the state-owned company Rosneft run by Igor Sechin, one of the 
front figures among siloviki and a  close affiliate of the president. During 
2016, the public witnessed a further development in this spectacular story. 
Unpredictably, on the night of November 15, at the Rosneft headquarters, 
the minister for economic development, Alexey Ulyukayev, was arrested. 
Ulyukayev, one of the most famous Russian “liberal” ministers who advo-
cated for a new round of privatization, initially opposed a takeover of Bash-
neft by Rosneft. Later, his ministry made a dramatic turn and approved the 
takeover deal. According to the Investigative Committee of Russia, whose 
representatives arrested Ulyukayev, the latter came in person to the Rosneft 
headquarters to collect a 2 million-dollar bribe for this approval. Later, the 
Russian media reported that this presumed bribe was in reality a common 
“fee,” a sort of informal transaction cost that economic ministries collected 
from Russian companies for approval of similar takeover deals. The media 
also stated that Sechin was present in person that night when 2 million 
dollars were passed into Ulyukayev’s hands, while representatives of the 
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state law enforcement agencies waited for Ulyukayev outside to detain 
him with cases loaded with cash. During his arrest, Ulyukayev attempted 
to make a  phone call to his presumable powerful patron, but the mobile 
network was blocked.44 

The Bashneft and Rosneft dealings, which leaked to the public, are remi-
niscent of a detective story. However, the Bashneft case reveals much more 
than just clashes between specific officials, business people and the infor-
mal power networks that protect all of them. Such unexpected moves to-
wards privatization/nationalization/reprivatization/renationalization of 
companies demonstrates the relative nature of the formal ownership status 
of a particular company. Whether it is private or state-owned is less impor-
tant; the relative power resources of an informal power network that con-
trols the asset is of greater significance. This control can be achieved either 
through private ownership of a company or by appointment of entrusted 
managers to run a formally state-owned company and its cash flows.

Conclusions

What does the persistence of reiderstvo practices tell about the Russian 
state and the quality of its institutions, law enforcement agencies, and 
business environment? Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, 
Russia experienced a stalemate of its state governability.45 In parallel, Presi-
dent Yeltsin’s attempts to reform a planned economy towards a capitalism 
based on strong private property rights turned out to be unsuccessful. 
Such a deep transformation would never come without a price. However, as 
David Woodruff’s comparative study of privatization in Russia and Poland 
demonstrated, Russian mass privatization created a  much greater gap 
between the newly imposed formal property rights and the social context 
those rights were embedded into. The illegal corporate raiding that followed 
should be viewed against the background of the twin political and economic 
crisis of the 1990s. Among other things, this crisis resulted in a failed priva-
tization reform. The lack of political will to negotiate reasonable conditions 
for the establishment of strong property rights was not coincidental. The 
collapse of the Russian state governability brought about the primacy of 
informal power networks and their group interests over formal institu-
tions, rules and procedures. The subsequent evolution of illegal corporate 
raiding, with the strong presence of siloviki networks, was closely connected 
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to how the governability stalemate was resolved after Putin’s accession to 
power in 2000. The siloviki networks affiliated with the Putin administra-
tion consolidated the state apparatus and suppressed the criminal networks 
of the 1990s. However, the price the society paid for the restoration of this 
governability was also high; private business fell victim to raiding networks, 
now under the control of siloviki representatives.

There are two contrasting views on how reiderstvo of the 2000s should 
be viewed within the long historical perspective of Russian post-Commu-
nist transformation. Jordan Gans-Morse advocates a thesis that the reider-
stvo of the 2000s, with its focus on the manipulation of formal rules and 
judiciary, can be viewed as a positive change compared to the disorder and 
lawlessness of the 1990s. Seen objectively, illegal corporate raiding is a neg-
ative phenomenon. Yet when it comes to the issue of conflict resolution 
in business, including the redistribution of property rights, transitioning 
from the violent control of informal criminal leaders to courtrooms con-
trolled by corrupt judges and law enforcement officials still represents, 
argues Gans-Morse, an institutional improvement. Such a  transition has 
a potential spillover effect in the future: economic agents learn to use judi-
cial procedures for conflict resolution that finally will contribute to the full 
installation of the rule of law.46 Andrei Yakovlev, on the other hand, for-
wards the opposite thesis. He claims that the diversity of economic actors 
in the 1990s permitted a  situation of competition, not least in terms of 
the existence of low barriers of entrance for new actors into the market. 
This diversity could survive in spite of the presence of a highly criminalized 
environment, which meant that a sort of economic transformation in the 
country was still possible. Following this view, the predatory activities of 
siloviki after 2003 had a more negative impact on development since siloviki 
suppressed business activity, bringing about economic stagnation in Russia 
after the 2008 global financial crisis.47

These two conclusions are probably not as contradictory as they might 
seem to be. The future of property rights protection in Russia will heavily 
depend on the subsequent evolution of the Russian network state. The 
institutional stalemate connected to the spreading of reiderstvo practices in 
the 2000s would be probably hard to escape. In the 1990s, the degree of the 
Russian state’s dissolution was high in terms of the loss of its monopoly 
on violence in favor of criminal and other private networks. In this sense, 
“gray” reiderstvo can be viewed as an inevitable outcome of the state consol-
idation in the 2000s. Siloviki networks compensated the state’s inability to 
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exercise its monopoly on violence in the 1990s, at the same time requiring 
their share of the cake. Russian elites may come to a new consensus con-
cerning the institutionalization of procedures for conflict resolution 
between informal power networks. In this case, a more solid basis for power 
networks’ long-term control over economic assets will emerge leading to 
a system of stronger property rights protection. An ongoing transition of 
economic assets from the older generation that gained from the privatiza-
tion of the 1990s and the redistribution of assets in the 2000s is of crucial 
importance. If such a compromise between elite power networks fails, new 
waves of property redistribution will affect the country, putting Russia into 
an institutional deadlock of poor economic performance.
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